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We study neutrino induced one-pion production off the nucleon in and around the Delta
resonance region. Apart from the Delta-pole mechanism we include background terms
required by chiral symmetry. These background terms give sizeable contributions in all
channels. To better reproduce the ANL q2-differential cross section data, we make a new
fit of the CA5 (q
2) axial nucleon to Delta form factor. The new result CA5 (0) = 0.867±0.075
is some 30% smaller than the commonly accepted value. This correction is compatible
with most quark model estimates and a recent lattice calculation 1.
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1. Introduction and brief description of the model
Pion production reactions induced by neutrinos are very interesting as a means
to study hadronic structure. Besides, they have become very relevant in the anal-
ysis of neutrino oscillation experiments where pion production contributes to the
background. Most previous studies2,3,4,5,6 of pion production processes at interme-
diate energies considered only the Delta pole (∆P ) mechanism (See Fig.1). Here, we
shall also include background terms required by chiral symmetry. Some background
terms have been included before in the works of Ref.7 although they are not fully
consistent with chiral counting rules.
For charged current (CC) processes our model includes all contributions depicted
in Fig. 1. We have the ∆P terms and background terms which include nucleon-pole
terms (NP ), contact term (CT ), pion-pole term (PP ), and pion in flight term
(PF ). For that purpose we use a SU(2) nonlinear σ−model with nucleon and pion
degrees of freedom. On top of the vertices and currents provided by this model
we include phenomenological form factors for the weak NN vertex that we take
from the work of Ref.8. A different form factor is included in the purely axial PP
term to account for the ρ−meson dominance of the pipiNN vertex. Vector current
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conservation (CVC) and partial conservation of the axial current (PCAC) require
the introduction of corresponding form factors in the PF term, and the vector and
axial parts of the CT term. The weak nucleon-Delta vertex is parametrized in
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Fig. 1. Model for the W+N → N ′pi reaction. We have direct and crossed ∆(1232) and nucleon
pole terms, contact and pion pole contribution, and finally the pion-in-flight term.
terms of four vector and four axial form factors3. We use the set of vector form
factors of Ref.6 determined from the analysis of photo and electroproduction data.
Initially we shall take the set of axial form factors in Ref.5. In this latter work
Adler’s model2 is used to fix CA3 = 0 and C
A
4 = −C
A
5 /4, while C
A
6 is obtained from
CA5 by PCAC. For C
A
5 they use the parameterization
CA5 (q
2) =
CA5 (0)
(1− q
2
M2
A∆
)(1 − q
2
3M2
A∆
)
; with CA5 (0) = 1.2, MA∆ = 1.05GeV (1)
CA5 (0) = 1.2 corresponds to the value obtained from the gpiN∆ coupling constant
using the off-diagonal Goldberger-Treiman relation. We shall call this Set I.
Due to the lack of space we can not give a full account of our model and all the
results we have obtained. Interested readers can find all the relevant information in
Ref.9.
2. Results and discussion
In the top left panel of Fig.2 we show the flux-averaged q2-differential νµp→ µ
−ppi+
cross section
∫ 1.4GeV
M+mpi
dW
dσ¯
νµµ
−
dq2dW
, whereW is the invariant mass of the final hadronic
state. The inclusion of the background terms spoils the agreement with ANL data
if Set I is used. The least well known ingredients of the model are the axial nucleon-
Delta form factors, of which CA5 gives the largest contribution. This strongly sug-
gests a new fit of CA5 to the ANL experimental data. Keeping the parameterization
in Eq.(1) we obtain the new values
CA5 (0) = 0.867± 0.075, MA∆ = 0.985± 0.082GeV (2)
that we shall call Set II. The new CA5 (0) value is some 30% smaller than the
commonly assumed one, but it is not in contradiction with a recent lattice
determination1. In the panel we also show a 68% confidence level band deduced
from the statistical errors quoted above. In the rest of the panels we show the re-
sults for different CC and neutral current (NC) driven processes. In all of them the
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background terms give sizeable contributions. The use of Set II of axial nucleon-
Delta form factor increase the overall agreement with data. For the neutrino induced
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Fig. 2. Top left panel: Flux-averaged q2-differential cross section
R
1.4GeV
M+mpi
dW
dσ¯
νµµ
−
dq2dW
for
νµp→ µ
−ppi+.W stands for the final pion-nucleon invariant mass. Other panels : different charged
current and neutral current reactions results. We compare our results with ANL and BNL data.
With the exception of the νn → νppi− reaction, ANL data has a cut at W = 1.4GeV which we
have also implemented in our calculation.
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CC processes we also show BNL data11 which seem to favor a larger CA5 (0) value.
For antineutrino induced CC processes we see our full model calculation with Set
II gives the best results but it is still larger than the experimental data obtained at
CERN12. A recent calculation13 claims that medium and pion absorption effects
can perfectly explain this discrepancy between theoretical results on the nucleon
and antineutrino experimental data actually measured in a freon-propane target.
The last three panels of Fig 2 show results for NC processes. The isovector
contributions to these can be obtained directly from the CC ones using isospin
symmetry. Besides, there are two different isoscalar contributions, one given in terms
of the isoscalar part of the electromagnetic current and another one related to the ss¯
content of the nucleon. Both are of the NP type and their expressions and the form
factors used in this case are given in Ref.9. Our full model using Set II reproduces
fairly well the experimental results for νn→ νppi−. The bottom left panel shows our
results results are not sensitive to the ss¯ content of the nucleon. Last panel serves
two purposes. First, it exemplifies the fact that antineutrino induced NC processes
are suppressed with respect to neutrino induced ones, and second, it shows there is
little isovector-isoscalar interference. In fact the isovector contribution is dominant.
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